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lo Free Trade Areas and Customs Unions have in common 
that the Member Countries agree to remove amongst themselves 
al l trade barriers and thus create a common market» The 
difference between Free Trade itreas and Customs Unions 
consists in the fact that in the case of free trade areas 
the Member Countries maintain their individual customs t a r i f f s 
while in the case of Customs Unions they introduce 3. Common 
Esternal Tariff . 
2o The idea of having Free Trade Areas was initiated in 1948 
by GATT mainly with the intention of faci l i tat ing the formation 
of bigger economic areas since i t was f e l t that very often the 
necessity of agreeing on a Common External Tariff could prevent 
the creation of a common market, 
3<, Economically there is , however, a considerable difference 
between a free trade area and a customs union. The difference 
l ies in the fact that in the case of a free trade area the unequal 
tar i f f levels existing in the various Member Countries inevitably 
lead to a difference of the price structure in these countries -
a fact which necessarily affects adversely the useful development 
of an open market, A Common External Tariff on the other hand 
ensures a ful ly harmonious growth of the various economies, a 
growth which can be considerably assisted by an appropriate 
Customs Tariff , 
4,, There is also a considerable difference between a free trade 
area and a customs union in so far as trade policy is concernedo 
While neither a free trade area nor a Customs Union Agreement 
necessarily obliges the countries to have a common trade policy 
i t may nevertheless be right to state that i t is very d i f f i cu l t to 
imagine a free trade area which has a common trade policy, while 
on the contrary a common market encourages and faci l i tates a common 
trade policy. This is a very important fact in the case of the 
ECCM Countries, 
5. The agreement which lutigua, Dominica, Grenada, Montserrat, 
St.Lucia, StoVincent, StsKitts-Nevis-Anguilla reached and by 
which the ECCM area has been created proves both points. In the 
f i r s t instance i t is quite obvious that the ECCM Agreement could 
only be concluded with effect from 1 July 1968 due to the fact 
that the countries were not required to enforce a Common External 
Tariff simultaneously with the signature of the ECCM Agreement, 
The ECCM Member Countries recognised, however, already at that 
time that the ful l benefit of a common market could only be reaped 
if the free trade area could be developed into a Customs Union, 
This conviction finds expression in a Protocol, agreed by the 
Member Countries simultaneously with the signature of the ECCM 
Agreement, which sets as a target for the ECCM cotintries "to 
achieve at an earliest possible date a common level of Customs 
duties ŝo as^ to ensure the harmonious development of their 
economies", 
6. In conformity with this guiding principle the Member Countries 
worked since the creation of the ECCM continuously towards a Common 
External Tariff , This development concluded i t s f i r s t phase at 
the ECCM Council of Ministers Meeting in December I969 which approved 
in principle the draft of a Common External Tariff prepared by the 
Member Couhtries in cooperation with the ECLA Secretariat. 
7. For the sake of completeness reference must also be made to the 
fact that-* the ECCM is imbedded into the wider CAEIFTA Area which 
like the ECCM is at present a Free Trade Area but the development 
of which into a Customs Union is equally envisaged. One strong 
moving fac-ior for the ECGM +.0 which reference has to be made in 
this connection is the aim to give the 7 ECCM Countries a united and 
thus stronger position in CARIFTA, CüEIFTA would then for al l 
practical purposes consist of 5 instead of 12 components namely 
Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad & Tobago and the ECCM, 
In fact many an ECCM Country expressed the view that the strengthen-
ing of the ECCM should precede any consideration concerning a Common 
CARIFTA Tariff, An important remark may be added in this connection, 
addressed more to the CARIFTA than to the ECCM namely that the ECCM 
Tariff has been drafted in such a way as to be a constructive tool 
f i t to shape the future industrial development of the Member 
Countries, The ECCM Tariff - and the remarks in this Report - would 
therefore provide a useful guidance for the preparation of the 
CARIFTA Tariff alsof in particular i f CARIFTA were to adopt, as i t 
should, the attitude (which guided successfully the Swiss Confeder-
ation in harmonising the divergent view of the heterogenous parts 
of i ts country) that i t is wise for the stronger partner in a 
coalition to accept as far as possible solutions preferred by the 
weakero 
Preparation and Structure of the Report 
8e The ECCM Ministerial Council in i ts Meeting of December I969 
agreed that the Common External Tariff of the ECCM based on the 
BTN (hereafter called for short «ECCM T a r i f f ) should be imple-
mented not later than 1 January 1971 .^ Considering, however, 
the desire of the Member Countries of the ECCM to be sure about 
the f iscal effect of the new tar i f f the Council of Ministers also 
decided that ECLA should assist the individual Qovernments in 
evaluating! the, f iscal implications of its, introduction, ^ 
1/ See paragraph 37 of the Record of Proceedings. 
^ See paragraphs 30-31 of the Record of Proceedings, 
l/ The attempt to find generally acceptable solutions ref lects i tse l f 
in the Country Notes in that they are as far as possible set up in 
a comparable form. This creation of a common language should be of 
most useful assistance to the countries in their preparation for the 
Council discussions and decisions, 
^J See Country Note "Antigua", page 59 of Volume II of this Report. 
. 
9. In compliance with this decision the writer of this Report visited 
during the f i r s t half of 1970 the 7 ECCM countries on behalf of the ECLA, 
accompanied by a member of the ECCM Secretariat, The Country Notes 
which ref lect these discussions and which are the basis of the General, 
Part of this Report are made available in Volume II, 
10. The discussions with these countries were carried out with a two-
fold purpose in mind. In the f i r s t place, the greatest attention was 
paid to the situation existing in the individual countries and to the 
possible d i f f i cu l t ies which the ECCM Tariff may cause to them, so as 
to find easily and safely applicable solutions. In the second place, 
an attempt was made to sug-gest, in cooperation with the countries, 
such solutions which, i t could be assumed, would be generally accept-
able. It should be stressed that i t was f e l t that i t was of the 
greatest importance to lay the foundation for the multi-lateral agree-
ment necessary amongst the ECCM Member Countries to enforce a Common 
External Tariff and thus transform the ECCM into an effective Customs 
Unión," 
11. A special remark is necessary, however, concerning Antigua, While 
the Reports of a l l other countries ref lect a detailed discussion of the 
various points in question, Antigua - due to her special problems - was 
up to now not in a position to prepare the information necessary for a 
detailed discussion. This, however, did not hinder the finalisation 
of this Report since Antigua - reserving of course her final position -
has agreed in a sense of regional cooperation that the details concerning 
Antigua could be incorporated on the basis of available information i f 
she would not be in a position to make the necessary detailed data 
available in time. ^ Since use had to be made of this possibility 
attention has to be drawn to the fact that al l remarks referring to 
Antigua, or the ECCM countries as a whole,. Jiave to be understood in the ^ 
light of this situation. 
pj 
St 
12« This, however, should in no way diminish the value of the 
Report, since nothing in this Report prejiidgsa Antigua's general 
position,. Even in the case of questioas related to special 
wishes (such as the reservation of duty rates in the case of 
Protocol Items) the position of Antigua basically does not differ 
from that of other countries ai l oí which, of course have main-
tained their right to modify their wishes during the Council 
Meeting, since this is the f i r s t time the relevant data will be 
available in a comparable form» 
13» In so far as the form of this Report is concerned i t may 
be remarked that i t is divided in Chapters according to the main 
subjects» The f i r s t Chapter, "B-gty Questions", deals with the 
f iscal effect of the introduction of the ECCM Tariff» This 
evaluation of the increases and dscreasas of tts duty returns 
which the introduction of the ECCM Tariff may cause is of cotirse 
one of the most important considerations of the Report in the 
sense of the terms of reference. More detailed considerations, would 
however, be necessary if this f iscal ef fect were to be assessed 
precisely® A further important question in this connection concerns 
the so-called Reserved Items. These cover goods for which the ECCM 
Member Countries could not agree on a common rate, which, at the 
same time, include the most important f issal itemso To faci l i tate 
the decision of the Council on this point, the relevant wishes of 
the countries are made available in a consolidated form in Annex 1. 
14c The next important question dealt with in the First Chapter 
concerns the so-called Exemption List, that means the List of cases 
in which under certain conditions lowsr duties can be applied than 
ly This applies in particular to the duties on Reserved Items, 
see Annex 1, page 45 of Volume I of this Report» 
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those provided in the Tariff . The draft of a complete List is 
attached in Annex 2 to serve as a basis of discussion. In this 
connection the f iscal question, however, %iras less a problem of 
quantity (since l i t t l e change in customs returns can he expected 
from a change of this List) as a question of quality. It is 
necessary that the Exemption List not only creates an optimal 
f iscal situation for the developing industries •^but also ensures 
that this List, which in the f ield of duties contains most, if 
not a l l , important export incentive provisions, is applied har-
moniously by al l Member Countries. In connection with the dis-
cussion of this List the countries did also show a great concern 
to draw a clear line between the ECCM Tariff (a quasi-federal 
instrument which cannot easily be changed) and the individual 
competence of the ECCM Members to suspend fully and partially the 
duty rates contained in this Tariff under well-defined circumstances. 
15' The First Chapter dealing with duty.questions, winds up with 
a l i s t of "Sundry Customs Wishes" which contains isolated suggestions 
made by one or the other ECCM Members with a view to their consider-
ation by the Council, 
1 6 , Once i t was established in the case of which countries and which 
items the ECCM Tariff would yield lower returns, the next and equally 
important task was to find, where necessary, the most ef f ic ient 
solutions to compensate for any possible loss. This is dealt with 
in the Second Chapter "Tax Questions". The f i r s t point which has been 
brought out in this Chapter is that the levy of import taxes is not 
compatible with the introduction of a Common External Tariff . The 
ly Tlie' fact that the Exemption List also deals with other questions 
such as Government imports, should not be overlooked but is of 
secondary importance in the context of this Report, 
V, 
main part of the Chapter hoveverj dea]® with the questions related 
to the internal taxes which the various countries levy under the 
name of Consumption Taxes and vhich they vish to use as a tool to 
compensate for losses resulting from the introduction of the ECCM 
Tariff , A short reference is also made in this Chapter to the so-
called Excise Duties which some countries levy but which eventually 
would best be i-eplaced by a consumption tax, 
17» In the discussions the countries also raised a number of 
questions, which, although not related to the f iscal problems are 
of great importance for an easy and successful introduction of 
the ECCM Tariff» !t may be that these questions should have been 
treated in a special report but in the interest of giving a 
complete picture i t was f e l t that al l questions related to the 
introduction of the ECCM Tariff should be contained in one paper. 
For this reason they are included in this Report and discussed, 
however, in a special Chapters 'Legal and Trade Policy Questions'» 
18o I t might be remarked that the questions discussed in this 
Chapter were of the greatest concern to the writer of the Report 
not only with a view tc assist the countries in their efforts 
to intensify their integration but also in view of the desire to 
make the countries trade-policy conscious within the task en-
trusted to him by the UN. It is hoped that i t is in this light 
that the Council will consider and accept this part of the Report 
also 0 
19o In particular, in so far as Trade Policy questions are 
concerned i t must be stressed that this question is discussed 
in the light of pointing at trade policy events which most 
probably will occur in the future but which can only be success-
fully met by the ECCM Countries if the necessary preparations 
are already made well in advance» It is the particular aim of 
this part of the Report to be a useful preparation for the action 
-10-
which will become necessary in connection with the introduction 
of the ECCM Tariff . 
20. The Report after discussing the various questions under 
consideration leads each subject to the point where a decision 
of the Council becomes necessary. It would have therefore been 
possible - and systematically correct - also to bring the f iscal 
considerations which are due to their impoitance discussed rather 
early in the Report to their final conclusion namely the accept-
ance of the ECCM Tariff. This could have been done, however, 
only subject to a certain reservation regarding points discussed 
in the latter part of the Report. It was f e l t , however, that i t 
would- be more useful for the work of the Council to discuss the 
various questions of detail f i r s t and to build the Report up to 
its concluding Chapter; "Eniorcement of the ECCM Tariff". 
21. In connection with the procedural remarks reference must be 
raáde to the actions suggested to" the Council» If in drafting " " 
this General Part of the Report the utmost care was given to re-
f lect faithful ly the views expressed by the ECCM Members, this 
applies, to a s t i l l higher degree to the summing up of their 
wishes in the appropriate Chapters of the Report. 
22. In so far as the points on which a ruling of the Council 
will be necessary i t would be observed from the Country Notes that 
the Governments expect the Council's decision on the following: 
(i) formulation of a common view on substantial 
questions where apparent unanimity exists (as 
on the point that the ECCM Tariff could be 
introduced on 1 January 197l)s 
( i i ) finding a compromise solution in instances where 
the wishes expressed by the Governments were not 
so clearly expressed or did even differ (as in the 
case of the suggestion to restrict the imposition 
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of the consumption tax on regional imports); and 
finally 
( i i i ) administrative questions which require common 
actions (as the suggestion concerning the activity 
of the ECCM Secretariat in administering trade 
policy questions or the suggestions concerning 
the printing of the Tariff) . 
To faci l i tate the use of this Report the points requiring 
Council decision are marked by a sideline (like this 
sentence) and furthermore a l i s t of^^ese points is 
attached in Annex 3 to this Volume, 
23» These introductory remarks can not be concluded without 
the expression of thanks to the Governments of the ECCM 
Countries and their o f f i c i a l s for their great assistance, 
which made this Report possible. Thanks are also due to the 
ECCM Secretariat which co-operated in the preparation of the 
ECCM Tariff and of the Country NoteSj which accompany this 
Report, 




Flsaal Effect of the ECCM Tariff 
24e It may be appropriate iüo mention at the outset that the 
ECCM Tariff has been drafted with a riew to bringing the eouritries 
the necessary budgetary income, a task which was successfully 
achieved as the calculations given on the following paragraph 
would show,. At the same time it has to be stressed, however, 
that the inevitable requiremerxt to ensure adequate returns was 
not - as in many past instances - given unuontrolled priorityo 
On the contrary, it was carefully weighted against the equally 
important necessity to develop the loial industries and to ensure 
that the development takes place under socially favourable 
condi tionso 
25c It has to be considered that the main task of the ECCM Tariff 
is to give the utmost incentive to developing industries^ This 
is reflected in its structure which provides (with a few necessary 
exceptions) the possibility to import basic products and machinery 
riot available in this region duty-free» The Droduction incentive 
is made further effective by the introduction, ó;f protistivs rates 
on goods which already are - or may bfi - produced in tbir. region^ 
It is obvi ous that this type of incentiie has great advarita^eCo 
First it is easily and automatieally acisessible io everybody and 
secondly i t ensures = due to the fa^t that the ECCM Tariff is a 
regional instrument - the same treatment ir. ea-jb of the ECCM Mencoer 
Couiitr ie n o Of course, in conni.etion with the fis:;ai problem i t ir. 
necessary to state - and the caicuiation carried out in the regi 
confirms this - that due to the -jartful selectior of protective 
rates the introduction of this incentive aspect will not lead tc 
reduced f iscal returns in particular if it is considered that th^ 
goods in question were in most instantes al£& ir. the past b-̂ ixig 
imported duty-free» ^ 
if This is also true in the case of Dominica where the reduction 
of Customs returns is due to a lower tar i f f as a whole and 
not the result of the introductioa of the incentive effect» 
-=13-
26f It is also important to note that the E,CCM Tariff is also .;;á .sociál 
instrument in that i t provides low rates for typical social items 
(mainly basic food and medicaments). Also this will not create 
an additional f iscal burden on the public for the reason that 
although occasionally lower social rates are provided in the ÉCCM 
- - ' • 
Tariff than in the present t a r i f f s this is amply compensated by 
higher rates on luxury products. This remark particularly applies 
also to food items, which are no longer considered as a unit all 
of which deserve lower rates, but the rates of which like for al l 
other goods, have been fixed depending on the fact whether they 
serve social or luxury purposes or whether they require protection. 
In the light of this i t may safely be assumed that the o f f i c ia l Cost 
of Living Index (which is calculated on basic social products) will 
not increase» 
27. The central consideration, namely, how the introduction of the 
ECCM Tariff would affect the budgetary situation of the ECCM 
Countries, was based in the case of each country on a comparison 
of the duty returns collected at present (calculated on the basis 
of the. latest s tat is t ica l figures made available by the Governments, 
mostly for 196?) and the duty returns which would have been collected 
if the ECCM Tariff had been in force in the relevant period, ^ It 
may be remarked in this connection thaî  the relevant calculations 
and considerations were based on the ECCM Tariff as approved in 
principle by the 4th ECCM Meeting in December 1969» 
28, It is to be noted in this connection that some countries levy 
under the present system additional import charges which are calcu-
lated as a percentage of certain customs duties» These are occasion-
ally called "duty surtaxes" or "license fees" as in the case of Domin-
ica„ All countries in this situation recognised that such a taxation, 
l/ For relevant tables relating to the situation of the individual 
countries, see Country Notes in Volume II of this Heport. 
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whatever the name amounts to ún additional import duty and is 
therefore not in conformity with the idea of a truly Common 
External Tariff . Consequently, a.11 considerations and calcu-
lations have been made on the assumption that these taxes will 
be discontimiedo The income resulting from these taxes has, 
therefore, been added to the present duty returns in the com-
parison with the returns to be expected from the ECCM Tariff;, 
so as to give a true picture of the returns required in future. 
29= The comparative calculations carried out by the various 
countries show that regardless of the development incentive 
and the social benefits tu i l t into the ECCM Tariff the countries 
may rest assured that the duties which they will collect on the 
basis of the ECCM Tariff will not for the reason of the modern-
isation of the Tariff be less than those collected under the 
present system. There is of course a difference in the total 
returns - and consequentljr in the effect of a change to the ECCM 
Tariff - due to the fact that the present Tariff level of the 
various countries is different» For most countries, however, 
the ECCM Tariff will bring higher returns» In particular the 
five countries listed below can expect higher retums»-^ 
duty returns increase due Increase in Ref.in 
to ECCM percent of Vol II 
Tariff duty returns page 
(Rounded up figures 
in m$l,000) 
Antigua 4,300 n. a. considerable 50 
(para 
Grenada 2,020 160 %% 23/24 
Montserrat 970 5 0.5fo 52 
St,Kitts 1,600 160 lOfc 41/42 
St0 Lucia 5,000 500 IQfc 5/4 
1/ All figures (based on I967 in the case of Grenada 1966) 
in this table have been made availabl e by the Governments 
in question, or have been taken from Government Statistics 
as in the case of the customs returns of Antigua and 
Montserrat. Ail figures are rounded up. 
30.' In the case of StoVincent i t is not possible to assure that 
the income from the ECCM Tariff could not be less than the income 
under the present tar i f f system. In fact the calculations show 
that the possibility of a certain loss cannot be excluded. This 
loss, however, will be minimal and i t is not expected that i t will 
exceed 2,5^ ^ a s compared with the present income from customs duty. 
31. The only country which had a considerable loweir Tariff and 
in the case of which the calculations show that the introduction 
of the ECCM Tariff will lead to a certain loss in returns is 
Dominica. The calculations bring out that the retiirns under the ECCM 
rates will be approximately 15^ lower than at present, a percentage 
which will even increase to 20^ if the necessary discontinuation 
2 / 
of the license fee levied at present is included, The loss in duty 
returns may, however, be considerably lower due to the better dis-
tribution of protective and f iscal duties, 
32. It is noteworthy that al l the ECCM Member Countries supported 
the final enforcement of the ECCM Tariff , This is easily understand-
able in the case of the five countries which expect higher returns, 
once their mind has been set at rest concerning, the f iscal implications. 
But also St. Vincent which might have to face a slight loss explicitly 
stated to be prepared to accept the ECCM Tariff and added that i t may 
even be in a position to introduce the ECCM Tariff without any con= 
siderable change in consumption tax rates. It is particularly note-
worthy that even Domi nica, the country for which the introduction of 
the new Tariff wil l mean the greatest change, declared to be in favour 
The calculated loss is WI|58,000 (see page 32 of Volume II) the 
total revenue from customs (including impar.t surtax) amounts 
to about WI$2,300,000o 
2J These are the percentage figures calcula:ted on the basis of the 
Loss (about \C[|430,000 without and ¥I$550,000 including license 
fees, see page 17 of Volume II) compared with the total returns 
in 1967 (about WI$2,810,000) , 
16^ 
oí i ts final iritrciáucLiori un tht iiíid'^rstanding that i t can levy the 
amount of income lost by irx-irí as'̂ -d csiisiaaiptier. tax rates. 
Beserved Items 
33» Each of tha Mwinber C o u n t s i i . 'iis^-jr.sing the preparation 
of the Conunoxi Evfteins,! Tani'i f^r the i'CCMj rsoeiTed their position 
regarding the d-'ity to be ñj^plicJ foi ¿e.'tain itemsj indicating 
their dif f iculty to ñ,ecapt iu thio part-culer cese a common rate 
34̂  Some of the^e items are ior tii'- u.untry in que^stion of the 
highest f iscal impo/tanca e./iti or?, aor,sÍDliiíy to apply higher 
rates on these gaods vas necee- .̂ciy tf> iJ-zke the introduction of the 
ECGM fir.p.ncially possible. In such i^istancpo the reser\ration 
simply aimed to ensure that T,ac f iscal i-e tarns -will not be less after 
the introduction of the ECCM ^ .an before. It should not be 
overlooked, huwevsr, that 0:1 the dT^trary, certain reservations 
were made to obtain specie.ily lav r^.tes f-iliier for social or 
economical reasons. But also tnis p-iiiit 10 f iscal ly relevant since 
i ts effect is a reduction 01 fch; inicme from duties w>.ich has to be 
compensated. 
35» Most of these reservatioj's axe incorp-, rat-sd in iiie of three 
Protocols. There are nowever a lev/ roservatioiis made outside these 
Protocols, namely, the wish expressed by Antigaa to maintain special 
rates on sugar, and the reoerva^ion üiade by Montserrat at i ts 
ly/ Consideration concerning conc.jmption tr- ,̂ ."ee paragraph 64, 
^ Externally this fact finds i tsel f expresijod in that the 
draft ECCM Tariff presented to tie Gcuacil does not show 
duty rates for those ("open") iti.ms„ 
-389". 
accession (and therefore after agreement on Protocols had been 
reached) concerning motor cars and motor ear spare parts» ^ 
3 6 . I t was the main concern of the discassions carried oat by 
the ECCM representative to interpret these reservations in a 
way which not only gives clarity but also legal stabi l i ty . In 
the f i r s t instance i t was suggested, and wholeheartedly approved 
by the ECCM Countries, that the best approach to achieve this 
would be to establish f i r s t the rates which the individual countries 
wish to maintain in departing from the general l ine. The Conntry 
Notes, each of which deals with this question in a special Chapter, 
shows the cooperation of the countries in this ef fort . 
37• Attention may be drawn to the fact that once a country had 
made a reservation to an item also other countries naturally fe l t 
entitled to request special rates. 
38. The question involved was how these reservations cculd best 
be enforced. There was agreement among the countries that the 
easiest and legally best way would be to incorporate these rates 
into the ECCM Tariff» 
39. A very important consideration in favour of the incorporation 
of the reserved rates into the ECCM Tariff is that these items 
become, as well as any other duty, part of the ECCM Tariff which 
is a regional instrument, ^ All additions and changes therefore 
are subjected to the same procedure as the change of any generally 
accepted rate. Of very practical value would also be that the 
2/ For this reason reference is made to these items as "Reserved 
Items" to which, less precisely, reference is made occasionally 
as Protocol. Items, although not .all . of th.em are . listed in 
Protocols. 
^ Relevant legal considerations5 See Annex 1, page 45 of Volume 
I of this Report. 
public and the customs oifi.jialr? v/iil hav-. all duty rates available 
in one single docimsnie 
40, In the ce.ss of the innci,. pc. aiJ on ox' the Preserved Rates into 
the ECCM Tariff , the Tariff -v-cu;,¿ i-n f i r s t instance show the 
rate applicable to ail counti.-e3 J'.r. not express a reser-
vation, and special rateo fGr £.11 -¿hose courtries which made a 
reserration. It shoiild be thaz aach í solution does not 
infringe the valua of the Prooccslr ci Reservation but is only 
] / 
a way of putting them into tffactn 
4io The greatest care was g: rcn tc fixing of tbe special rates 
for reserved item¿: since these rutes wixi aix important and 
inseparable part of the ECCM Tariff . "'is relevant wishes have been 
coJD-piled simultaneously with the • ro : ¿ on of this Report and are 
reproduced in a Common Table which ''j atts.chec to this Report under 
the name of "List of Eeservea Itsns"'. I'aa central importance of 
these rates which affecóa tha jiost oensltive part of the regional 
trade is as obvious as the fac 1 tr̂ at a rrri.oma u--ion can only 
function satisfactorily if ai l poii-rts ĥ ivc fouii.I a generally 
acceptable solution, 
42, It might be necessary tc rrention that si'i-^e the countries 
are for the f i r s t time present ed with a consolidated l i s t of 
the reserved duties they will cerxa.inl7 have a desire to study 
this l i s t carefully and pcijoibl̂ /̂  tc re-rloe their own position in 
the light of the general --̂ r., AJ.nl l istratively, i t might 
therefore be advantageous if the o f f l m a l s of '•.he various countries 
would be given a chance to discuss tliif: l iat during the traditional 
o f f i c i a l s meeting which precedes the i''Ixni&t'?r3 Meeting of the 
Coancil, 
ly Regarding the fact thai nctmnp; sts^'ds iv the way that a 
country has a law %>rhicb ' ir' informandum) a rate 
relevant to another ccanLry, see ns-ragravrh 86̂  
^ See Annex 1 , page 45 of th^s Repcrv 
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43- Once the o f f i c i a l s have studied the duties to be applied on 
reserved items, the Council wil l be in a position to discuss and 
possibly approve the duty rates suggested for these items with a 
view to their incorporation into the ECCM Tariff . 
44. Attention is drawn in this connection to the fact that no 
uniform period is provided in the relevant Legal Instruments for 
the validity of these special rates but that periods are envisaged 
varying from three to five years. It may be recommended, from all 
points of view, legal and administrative, that a uniform period 
(e.g. of five years) should be provided, leaving i t to the countries 
to present their case to the Council after the expiration of this 
period i f they wish to obtain an extension of the reservation. Due 
to the possibility, even probability, that one or the other of these 
exceptions will be extended in future i t is f e l t that no limitation 
in time should appear in the ECCM Tariff against the reserved items. 
45. Attention should also be drawn in this connection to another 
point. The fear was expressed that the fact that in the case of 
Reserved Items some countries will apply lower rates than others 
may lead to disturbing.trans-shipments. It was known, of course, 
that the individual countries are protected legally against such 
trans-shipments by the requirement that only goods produced in the 
area benefit from the duty-free importation reserved for regional goods. 
Some countries f e l t , however, that special administrative measures may 
be necessary in this connection to enforce this provision. 
46. In connection with the discussion of the Special Reserved Rates 
also the question of the right of the individual countries to suspend 
ECCM duties has been considered. This was necessary due to the fact 
that in some instances the countries explicitly wanted to reserve in K\ 
\J The List of Reserved Items (Annex 1, page 45) is drafted 
accordingly. 
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this connection this righto •^Without entering at this point 
2/ 
into a general consideration i t seems right to say that on 
the whole the feeling of the ECCM countries was in favour of 
the right of the individual countries to reduce or suspend 
duties in the case of Reserved Items. 
47. In summing up the considerations relevant to the Reserved 
Items i t may be concluded that the countries intended to invite 
the Council: 
" ' I 
(i) to_agree the listed special duties -^which 
various countries may apply temporai'ily under a reservation 
made by them as well as the relevant general rates; 
( i i ) to decide that these rates should be inserted in 
the ECCM Tariff; 
( i i i ) to limit this right to a period of three (five) 
years with a possibility of reopening discussions 
on this point for an extension in case the Council 
would approve i t in one or the other instance; 
(iv) to recognise (without prejudging the general 
question of the right of Countries to suspend 
or reduce ECCM rates) the right that al l rates 
fixed for Reserved Items may be reduced or sus-
pended by the individual territories. 
y 
This situation may best be explained by an example; St.Lucia 
for instance not only reserved the right to apply a higher 
than the general duty on pharmaceutical products but also the 
right to suspend this higher duty fully or partially whenever 
i t should become necessary» In other instances countries 
were prepared to accept a general rate but also only under 
the same condition to have the right to reduce or suspend 
them. 
The general question related to the right of the countries 
to sus.pend or reduce ECCM duties is discussed in paragraph 52 
page.22 of this Report. 
As listed in Annex 1 (see page 415 of this Volume) with al l 
the changes decided by the Council during this Meeting. 
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• (c) Tyres and tubes -
(i) imported for the use of agricultural enterprises; ^ 
( i i ) used tyres for recapping. 
It is to be noted that these suggestions are supported by practically 
al l ECCM Countries. Only in the case of tyres and tubes St.Kitts 
2/ 
reserved the right to withhold the advantage, —' and in the case of 
tyres for recapping the usefulness of such a provision was queried 
(see paragraph 56). 
54. During the discussions i t came out that some countries would 
be agreeable not only to add these three additional items to the 
Exemption List but to take this opportunity to provide a revised 
Exemption List which should comprise al l conditional duty exemp-
tions and reductions. For faci l i tat ing the decision of the Council 
the draft of such a revised "List of Additional duty Exemptions and 
Reductions"is added to this Report. 
55. In the light of this the Council inay wish 
(i) to find whether the items listed in paragraph 53 should 
be added to the Exemption List; and 
! ( i i ) to decide whether a revised List of Conditional Duty 
Exemptions and Reductions should be prepared. 
1 / In case the revised Exemption List is accepted and in case the 
Council wishes to mention the possibility to import such tyres 
and tubes duty-free, the relevant provision-should-be-move-d 
from the Tariff to . the JExemption, List, 
'¿J This reservation will -have to be ins.erte4 i.n--the Exemption List, 
accordingly. 
^ See Annex 2, page 51 of this Volume I. 
Sundry Duty V/ishes 
560 In the coursc of the Jiscu.ssicns sc ic coi^ntries :nace 
suggestions to altor certain adoptee; t.uty rates. xl:is i: 











02. OIA He'-t,of bovine 
animals 5/0 
02.02 Chicken necks, 
backs and wings 5/0 
22,09 Rum 
40o 11 Tyres & Tubes 
0 / 0 
0 / 0 























57o It is assumed that the Council 
X will examine these suggestions with a view to reaching 





Import Taxes IJ 
58o In considering the f iscal effect of the ECCM Tariff the 
possibility to replace reduced customs returns by taxation 
measures has been studied with great care» Of al l the 
possible solutions the introduction of an import tax would 
have been the easiest and would have brought the clearest 
results» I t has been recognised in this connection by al l 
countries, however, that to replace a duty reduction by an 
identical amount of import taxation would simply defy the 
purpose of a common tar i f f and therefore not be compatible 
with the aim of creating a common market. It was found to be 
the general view that import taxes should not be used as 
2 / 
a financial tool and i t was even decided - as already mentioned — -
to d-iscontinue such existing taxes simultaneously with the intro-
duction of the ECCM Tariff under whatever name they have been 
applied by one or the other country. 
Consumption Taxes 
59' In considering the possibil it ies to take equalising f iscal 
action al l countries agreed that the best way to achieve this 
in conformity with the individual needs would be the introduction 
of a local tax on products. Such a tax has the advantage that 
i t can be levied on imported products which are taxable similar 
to the local product. The theory behind this internationally 
recognised approach is the idea that if local and foreign products 
are subjected to the same taxation such a tax is purely f iscal 
and its effect is limited to the country of importation without 
causing deflection IB 
l/ See paragraph 28» 
^ "Duty surcharges" or "license fees" are the common 
designations» 
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60. Although this principle was internationally accepted by GATT 
at a time when GATT dealt only with countries which produce more 
or less all goods, i t has been agreed tacit ly that this provision 
also appliesi in the case of developing countries which often produce 
only a very limited range • of goods. The reason for this liberal 
approach is that i t permits these countries to separate their f iscal 
legislation from their protective and economic tar i f f provisions 
and thus assist them in their economic progress. 
6 1 . The discussions with various countries did show that al l of 
them have already recourse to (or are in the process to introduce) 
a tax which is levied in the case of the existence of a local 
production at the point of production, and in the case of imported 
goods together with the import duties. This type of tax is un-
doubtedly the best suited, to achieve this purpose since i t is not 
only f iscal ly e f f ic ient but also easy and clear in i ts application. 
The rates vary widely in the different countries according to the 
different financial needs. Some countries apply a general rate to 
all imports with a few special rates while other countries only levy 
the tax at different rates on selected products. This is the 
situation; 





62. This type of tax is called in the legislation of the various 
ECCM countries 'consumption tax' or similar other t i t l e . Without 
suggesting a change of the name of this tax i t is , however, to be 
remarked that for this type of tax another name (e.g. production tax ) 
would have bee n better so as to distinguish i t from̂ , other types of 
cunsumer taxes (e.g. sales taxes, turnover taxes etc.) one or the 
other of which.the countries might wish to introduce at a .later stage. . 
On the imported product a compensatory tax would be levied. 
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It may be stressed however, that for avoiding any misunderstanding, 
this Report uses the termology which has now become common in this 
region and refers to this type of taxes also as "consumption tax". 
63« In so far as the history of the consumption tax in this 
region is concerned i t became e'vident that al l countries except 
Antigua introduced such a tax in connection with the opening of 
the regional market to compensate for the consequent loss of duty 
returns o Also Antigua which already had recourse to the con-
sumption tax earlier, increased at the opening of the regional 
market i ts general rate from to 
64. The calculation of the f iscal effect of the ECCM tari f f has 
brought out that no country except Dominica will be obliged to 
introduce a consumption tax on a wider scale since they expect 
either an increase of duty returns or at least feel sure that 
2/ 
they will not have to face a f iscal losso Dominica, however, 
which expects a considerable reduction of her customs returns 
will be obliged to have recourse to a general increase of the 
consumption tax rates. The tax which Dominica will have to levy 
to cover this loss will have to be considerable since the customs 
returns may decrease as much as 20̂  ^ which corresponds to about 
10^ of the total import value against at present» It is estim-
ated that to cover this decrease in income a duty of lOfo on most 
goods would be appropriate, with higher and lower rates on special 
items 0 The schems of such a tax has been tentatively worked out 
with the Government of Dominica (but without obligation on i ts 
side) so as to show the probable result»-^ 
Y/ See paragraph 5 on page 60 of Volume II, 
^ See Country Notes Volume II o 
3/ See paragraph 31 of this Volumeo 
^ See page 16 Volume II„ 
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65. If most countries declared not to need a general increase of 
the consumption tax to equalise their fiscal situation, all of 
them stressed, however, the necessity of having recourse to the 
increase of individual consumption tax rates in the case of items of par-
ticular fiscal importance. In fact the possibility to agree to a 
general rate in the Tariff, or to accept a satisfactory solution 
in the case of Reserved Items, very often depended on the possibility 
of the countries to impose such higher rates. 
66, It may be remarked that all countries appreciated the con-
sumption tax as an efficient tool to separate the fiscal require-
ments from the economic and protective needs. In particular in 
the case of some Protocol Items some countries made use of the 
consumption tax to combine the fiscal interest with an administrative 
simplification in that simple and uniform protective rates in the 
tariff were combined in the case of certain products (e.g. jDetroleum 
products) with differentiated tax rates. . i 
6?. It can also be remarked that such a separation of the fiscal 
aspect has the advantage that all changes of the relevant tax pro-
vision can be made individually by each government and are thus 
legally disconnected from duties which are governed by the regional 
ECCM Tariff, 
68. In discussing the application of the consumption tax rates 
attention was drawn to the fact that the imposition of such a tax 
should not destroy the social spirit in which the new ECCM Tariff 
has been drafted. In this connection it was generally acknowledged 
that as far as possible all social items (even if they should be 
subjected to a low duty) should be free from consumption tax measures. 
This would apply mainly to basic food products, medicaments or goods 
of interest to the local welfare. 
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69o Attention was drawn in this connection also to the fact that 
the consumption tax levied on raw materials and capital goods could 
easily destroy the development incentive built into the ECCM Tariffs 
The fact that the tax may be ociuasionally very low is no valid 
counter-argument since it is obvious that the tax even of 2'fo or 
(cogo on a knitting machine for stockings the price of which easily 
may exceed ¥1$2505000) may be prohibitive» 
70o The point was made by the ECLA representative that in the 
interest of safeguarding the incentive effect of the ECCM Tariff 
the Governments should consider whether it would not be possible 
that all goods which are duty-free in the Tariff or can be imported 
duty-free as a result of special provisions (e^go under the pro-
vision of the Exemption List) should also be tax frees, Such a 
solution would not only assist to foster the development of in-
dustries but have the further advantage to ensure an easy and 
simple administration^ ^ 
71i It was however also stressed that a tax which is levied on 
goods not produced locally could be understood to be a type of 
import duty levied in the guise of a local tax» One Government 
in particular had pointed out this fact and had stressed the 
2/ 
danger inherent in such a situation, —' The Government also 
suggested that, in any casej the possibility to levy consumption 
tax rates should be limited to the utmost^ It was felt that 
a possible limitation, in default of more far-reaching measures, 
would be to "freeze" taxes on regional goods which are not 
produced locally in the importing country, which means that the 
countries should not have the right to introduce or increase 
such taxes after a certain date, preferably the day of the 
enforcement of the ECCM Tariffs 
l/ In avoiding mainly a "negative list"o 
^J See paragraph 8, page 25 of Volume II, 
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72» The most radical solution to avoid the anti-regional ef fect , of 
course, would be to free imported non-luxury products from the con-
sumption tax which are not locally produced.'^ The possibility of 
such a far-reaching measure depends, however, on the budgetary 
possibil it ies of the individual countries. Without being in a 
position to obtain precise figures i t shall nevertheless be attempted 
to estimate the percentage of the regional trade. The estimated share 
of the total imports from the CARIFTA Area was in 196? about 15^, and 
in the case of the ECCM less than-.l^ of the value of total imports. 
The same figures are estimated to have increased since that time to 
about 20/. for CARIFTA, and 1.5^ for the ECCM imports in 1970. ^ 
73» These figures should not be understood, however, to mean that a 
removal of the consumption tax on regional imports would reduce the 
income from these taxes by about 2.1.5^, as the trade figures of I967 
indicate. On the contrary, the loss might be much smaller due to the 
fact that important consumption tax returns come from special f iscal 
or luxury items (such as spirits, petroleum products etco) on which, 
of course, taxation of regional imports would have to be maintained. 
Thus the reduction of the returns of the consumption tax on imports 
from CARIFTA for many countries may be even less than 10^, and on 
imports from ECCM practically negligible. 
74. The fact that most countries expressed the view that any such 
measure would be premature does not stand in the way of a Council 
recoimnendation aimed at a future relaxation of the taxation of re-
gional imports. The ECCM Countries deciding on this point should. 
\J This formulation would permit to subject goods to the consumption 
tax which are produced locally. It is also meant to leave enough 
space to continue with the taxation of such special " f iscal" 
items as spirits, petrol, etc. 
^ See in particular the figures made available by St.Kitts para-
graph 9 page 44 of Volume II. 
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however, not lose sight of the fac+. that i t would be much easier 
to take such a decision now at the moment when the whole taxation 
system is revised in connection with the introduction of the 
ECCM Tariff and has not yet become a fixed part of the budget, 
than at any later date» 
75o If the ECCM Countries call in this connection on the Council 
to obtain its ruling they do not only expect a choice between 
various possible solutions but expect mainly a definition of their 
rights» It is in this light that the Council could be invited to 
decide whether it wishes 
(i) to recommend that items which are duty-free (either 
in the ECCM Tariff or consequent to a special decision 
eogo be based on a provision contained in the 
Exemption List) should also be free of Consumption 
Tax; and 
( i i ) to find whether i t could recommend that the ECCM 
Countries should (notwithstanding a taxation on 
goods produced locally or on so-called f iscal goods) 
abstain from levying consiimption tex on imported 
regional products and in the case of the approval 
of this Recommendation at which date (if any) they 
should conform with this Recommendation» 
Excise Duties 
76. The term "excise duties" obviously dates back to a time 
when the word "duties" (deriving from the verb "due") was 
used indiscriminately for al l charges and had not yet taken 
the meaning now almost universally attached to i t of "import 
duties"» In fact, the excise duties are the contrary of import 
duties in that they are levied on local products. In this the 
excise duties resemble very much a production tax| they dif fer 
from i t , however, in that they are not levied on imported products, 
On the other hand, the import duties on the products affected 
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by excise duties are calculated in such a way as to include a 
compensation for the excise duty paid by local producers. This 
caused d i f f i cu l t ies in the use of excise duty already in the 
past since any increase of an excise duty necessitated the in-
crease of the corresponding im-port duty since this meant the 
change of two differei^t laws, if the protection given to the 
local producers was to be maintained» In the case of the ECCM 
Tariff the question is further complicated by the fact that the 
ECCM Tariff is a contractual instrument based on the agreement 
of a number of countries a fact which makes i ts adaptation 
rather d i f f i c u l t should i t become necessary in the case of a 
change of excise duty. 
77. It may be noted that all ECCM Countries have traditionally 
recourse to Excise Duties. The number of instances in which they 
are applied, however, is for all countries very limited. In fact, 
Montserrat, St. Lucia and St.Vincent apply i t only on rum and 
St.Kitts on beer and sugar. 
78. All ECCM Countries were of the view that the consumption tax 
system is a much better solution since any change of i t s rates 
automatically affects local and imported products. Although some 
countries declared that they may not be in a position to let the 
excise duty effect be absorbed immediately by the consumption tax, 
these countries envisage such a change in due time» But also in this 
case i t must be stressed that i t would certainly be easier to make 
such a change in connection with the introduction of the ECCM Tariff 
than later. 
79. In view of the fact that all countries recognised the advantage 
of consumer tax rates over an excise duty and that they have the 
intention of changing eventually their systems accordingly, and in 
view furthermore of the fact that the existence of excise duties 
does not hinder the enforcement of the ECCM Tariff , the Council will 
probably only wish to take note 
X of the intention of the ECCM Members to replace 
X eventually the excise duties by consumer tax rates. 
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LEGÁL AND TRABE POLICY QUESTIONS 
Lejgal Considerations 
80o It is very important to note at the outset that the decision 
to enforce the ECCM is much more than the approval of a new Tariff 
namely, the agreement to widen the present Free Trade Area to a 
Customs Union, 
81. The ECCM Tariff - being a multilateral agreement - can only 
be enforced by the approval of the Member Countries and their con-
sequent ratif ication of the agreement. 
82. This ratif ication requires a national law in each of the 
Member Countries. The procedure which the countries can follow in 
this connection seems to vary, however. The following they seem, 
however, to have in common; that the agreed ECCM Tariff must be 
available in their country in a form which satisf ies the legislation. 
83. This raises the question of the reproduction of the ECCM 
Tariff. All countries agreed that the printing and reproducing 
of the same Tariff by each country would be uneconomical. It 
was stressed, furthermore, that a common edition of the Tariff 
would be beneficial to the picjture of a Customs Union. To com-
bine the necessity of independent legal action by the various 
countries with the wish of a single edition of the ECCM Tariff , 
i t was suggested - and unanimously welcomed by the countries -
that the printing should be done in common and that the number 
of copies necessary for the local o f f i c i a l papers should be made 
available to each country, -^The cost of this printing should 
be shared proportionately, 
l/ To ensure the common use of all countries i t was suggested 
that the size of the printing stock of this common edition 
should not be bigger to f i t the smallest o f f i c i a l paper. 
2j It could partially be recuperated from the sale of the 
t a r i f f s made available to each country. 
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84. It is a very important fact that the ECCM Tariff is the 
Instrument of the Customs Union, but that i ts application is 
necessarily a function of the local governments. It is obvious 
that the situation requires a careful definition of the"Quasi-
Federal" rights against the rights and obligations of the 
individual Governments. This point particularly plays a role 
in connection with the right to increase taxes on regional 
imports and in connection with the right to suspend or reduce 
ECCM duties - questions which have been discussed in detail 
already in the preceding parts of this Reports ^ 
85. Without attempting to repeat the numerous legal points 
treated in this Report reference should nevertheless be made, 
in connection with the question of the division of competence 
between region and countries, to the items for which individual 
governments reserved the right to apply special rates. It is 
recalled that in this case i t was suggested to insert the in-
dividual special rates into the ECCM Tariff next to the general 
rates which apply to all those countries which have not asked 
for a special rate, ^ 
86. Attention is drawn to this fact which leads to a situation 
that for example, the special duty- applied by St.Kitts under a 
reservation will also make part of the law of St.Lucia, although 
St.Lucia applies a different (e.g. the general) duty rate. In the 
discussion with the countries, i t was clearly accepted by all of 
them, that nothing stands in the way of having a provision relevant 
to another country in their own legislation as long as i t is obvious 
that this provision has only informative value. 
2/ See paragraphs 46 and 50 respectively. 
2/ See paragraph 38. 
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87o In this connection i t shall also be remarked that the ECCM 
Tariff will for the sake of convenience contain stat ist ical 
and possibly other information which must be open to easy admin-
istrative changes and which therefore, ought not to be bound by 
lawo This can be achieved simply by stating in the introductory 
legislation of the Member Countries that these provisions do not 
make part of the Customs Law. 
88„ Although not a legal question in the strict sense of the 
word, reference may be made to the practical side of enforcing 
the Ratification Law and the other laws related to the introduction 
of the ECCM Tariff (e.g. the law which changes the consiimption tax 
or discontinues an excise duty), namely the time which the legal 
machinery may require to bring them through the legislative bodies. 
All countries stated that there would be no di f f iculty to pass the 
laws in time so that they can become effective on 1 January 1971. 
89o In concluding these considerations i t is necessary to refer 
to one important legal question namely what will happen i f one or 
the other country should fa i l to rat i fy the ECCM Tariff Agreement 
in time» The reply is simple and straightforward. The ECCM Tariff 
is beneficial for each individual country since i t ensures (apart 
from its main purpose to serve as a basis of the customs union) 
a decisive progress as a tool to foster the industrial developjii^nt 
and the social progress and| is in this respect a great adva?ce 
compared with any of the tar i f f s in force» Therefore even one 
isolated country could enforce the tar i f f earlier than the others. 
Moreover, nothing stands in the way of a preferential area consistin, 
of some countries which have identical t a r i f f s and others with 
different t a r i f f s . The hope must be expressed, however, that sucñ 
a situation will not occur and all countries will introduce the 
ECCM Tariff simultaneously with a view to achieve a customs union. 
2/ Such as the unit by which the products have to be 
stat ist ical ly declared. 
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90, In connection with the considerations of the Legal Questions 
the Council might vish to recommend that 
the printing of the ECCM Tariff should be 
undertaken as a common ECCM enterprise (see 
suggestions paragraph 83)» 
Preparation for Trade Policy Action 
91. The Trade Policy considerations are to be divided in two 
parts, 
(i) the f i r s t related to the fact that the new tar i f f 
affects the existing contractual bilateral relations 
with a number of countries; and 
( i i ) the second that by the introduction of the Common 
External Tariff the ECCM Members enter into the 
stage of a Customs Union, a fact which affects 
existing multi-lateral obligations in particular 
the relation with GATT. 
92-, It is not within the scope of this Report to enter into the 
relevant basic questions which have been treated in a separate 
paper. Reference is made to such questions only in so far as 
necessary for the consideration of the main question relevant to 
this Report, namely to prepare in time for the necessary trade 
policy actions. 
93. In so far as the bilateral relation with Trade Policy partners 
is concerned the relation with the countries of the Ottawa Agreement 
(mainly U.Ko, Canada and Australia) is the most important. It is 
pointed out in the Report mentioned above that these countries may 
claim their right to the present rates (and preferential margins) 
at present in force; but that the ECCM Countries have a number of 
arguments which speak in their favour. 
1 7 See Document ECLA/POS 69/12 of December 1969. 
"37" 
94o It is suggested that the ECCM Tariff should be sent to these 
countries for giving the counti'ies a basis to approve the new-
situation as soon as i t is approved by the Council, It may be 
expected, however, that no request may be made for negotiations 
since the ECCM Tariff has been drafted in such a way as to 
maintain on the whole the present situation. Of course,since 
the ECCM Tariff replaces 7 individual t a r i f f s i t necessarily departs 
in detail from the present situation. 
95» Regardless, hov/ever, from the fact whether the countries in 
question ask for negotiations or not tha ECCM has to be prepared 
for such a request» It would be unthinkable that any of these 
countries would wish to enter into contacts with the ECCM and would 
not find the necessary counterparto It is known that the Council 
is in favour of entrusting the ECCM Secretariat with the task, i t 
is f e l t , however, that not only a confirmation of this decision is 
necessary but also that the practical preparations for such a case 
should be made in the form of personnel and off ice , 
960 This consideration would not be complete if attention were not 
drawn to the fact that the CARIFTA aims at a Common Trade Policy 
at the CARIFTA levels It is obvious that once this task will be 
achieved the ECCM Trade Policy function may be transmitted to 
CARIFTA as the Trade Policy function e^g, of Barbados or JamaiCo 
This consideration should not weaken, however, the point which 
was made in favour of a Trade Policy activity of the ECCM. Not 
only the proper functioning of the ECCM depends, until CARIFTA 
Trade Policy institutions will become operative, on a good admin-
istration, but also the fate of CARIFTA»s Trada Policy will be 
influenced by i t . The ECCM will in any case be well advised i i 
bigger problems affecting the region (such as a reduction of 
preferential margin granted to a trade country) would only be taken 
up in close cooperation with CARIFTAo 
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97. The Council may wisli, to decide on the following points; 
(i) to transmit the ECCM Tariff immediately after-
its approval by the Council to a l j countries 
which at present enjoy preferential treatment; 
1" ( i i ) to authorise formally the ECCM Secretariat (or 
any other body the Council feels would be 
appropriate) to represent the Council in Trade 
Policy negotiations under the supervision of 
the Council; and 
y ( i i i ) to make the necessary administrative tools 
available which are necessary for a proper 
functioning of such a body, 
98. In so far as the multilateral obligations are concerned i t 
is a known fact that al l members of the ECCM are bound by the 
obligations contained in GATT via the participation of the United 
Kingdom. This means that the ECCM Countries, like any other 
country in the case of Tariff changes, would have to enter into 
negotiations with GATT i f tar i f f concessions had been bound in 
their name. It is important to note that since this is not the 
case no negotiations with GATT are necessary on this point. 
99. GATT has to be informed however, of the creation of the ECCM 
which is a Free Trade Area and will become with the acceptance of 
the ECCM Tariff a customs union. It is known that under the GATT 
provisions, which also bind the ECCM countries, the creation of a 
Free Trade Area or Customs Union is only accepted if the relevant 
rules are in conformity with the GATT obligations, 
100. It is stressed that the ECCM Agreement is in conformity with 
both main obligations laid down by GATT. In the f i r s t instance all 
internal barriers have been removed. The other rule, which obliges 
the countries to introduce the provisions concerning the free 
movement of regional goods in str ict conformity with an approved 
-20-
time-table, has also been conformed to by the ECCM by the mere 
fact that the Free Trade was introduced immediately after the 
enforcement of the ECCM Agreement without using the possibility 
of an interim period» 
101 o This, however, does not mean that the ECCM wil l not have 
to negotiate with GATT» On the contrary a number of important 
points have to be settled. In the f i r s t instance the GATT has not 
yet been notified of the creation of the ECCM» To this point i t 
might be remarked that the introduction of the ECCM Tariff will 
be a good occasion to notify GATT simultaneously of the new Tariff 
and of the fact that the Free Trade Area has become a Customs Union. 
102„ The other point which should be clarified with GATT in this 
context would be the question of the membership of the ECCM countries-. 
This question is indeed very delicate. Up to now all ECCM countries 
participated in the rights and obligations of GATT only indirectly 
through the United Kingdom. This situation could be brought to an 
end. There is a precedent that countries economically independent 
(all ECCM countries are economically independent except Montserrat 
which continues to be economically and polit ical ly dependent) can 
become members in their own right» ^ To be a member of GATT may, 
however, be too great a financial burden on the countries in questiom 
if any country would have to pay a contribution and attend meetings. 
The solution would be to try that GATT accepts the economically 
independent ECCM countries as a unit (a sort of global membership) 
with the right of Montserrat to accede to this group when i t becomes 
independent. It may be mentioned in this connection that a request 
of the ECCM to be represented in GATT as a group is a different 
matter since i t does not touch on the question of membership. Such 
a request would undoubtedly be successful as i t was in the case of 
other customs unions and free trade areas. Although such a represen-
tation does not solve the basic question of membership, i t might be 
yJ The great difference is that a country which is a member in i ts 
own right has a vote, while this is not the case for the 
countries which are considered tobe apart of a bigger unite 
-20-
a way out of the di f f iculty caused by,the difference in the GATT status 
of the ECCM members. 
I 
.... i '' • • 
103. These considerations show quite clearly how important i t is 
for the ECCM to put order in i ts relation with GATT in connection 
with the introduction of the ECCM Tariff . To this should be added 
that the proper relation with GATT is not only the basis of the 
trade policy relations of the ECCM with the world, but also the 
condition for a proper settlement of the questions pending between 
CARIFTA and GATT. In the light of this consideration the Council 
might wish 
(i) to transmit to GATT the ECCM Tariff as soon as i t 
enters into force ( l January 1971) ; 
( i i ) to inform GATT at that occasion of the pending trans-
formati 
on of the ECCM from a. Free Trade Area to a 
Customs Union; and 
( i i i ) to c lar i fy the membership relation of the ECCM 
countries in GATT. 
=41=-
ENFORCEMENT OF THE ECCM TARIFF 
104„ It is f e l t that i t will fac i l i tate the use of this Report i f 
in this concluding Chapter the ful l story of the Cominon External 
Tariff of the ECCM Countries is briefly repeated not only for the 
reason to put this important task once more in the right perspective 
but also to make the basic information easily available which is 
necessary for the approval of the ECCM Tariff» 
105i> First i t may be recalled that in signing the ECCM Agreement 
in 1967 the Member Countries permitted each other to import all 
goods produced by them free from practically al l duties and other 
import obstacles» They recognised, however, at that time already 
that the benefits of a Common Market Ai-ea would be greater 
under a Customs Union arrangement which would ensure that the 
Member Countries operate under the same conditions in so far as the 
imports from third countries are concerned» This conviction of the 
Member Countries is expressed in their decision to create a Common 
External Tariff, a decision which is laid down in a Protocol signed 
simultaneously with the ECCM Agreement» 
106« ECLA assisted the ECCM Countries on theij- request in the 
drafting of the Common External Tariff . Great care was given to 
the preparation of this Draft not only to satisfy the needs of 
the Member Countries but also to find satisfactory solutions to 
questions which affect all of them equally» Many of these general 
questions were particularly d i f f i cu l t to solve due to the exist»-:? 
of conflicting almost incompatible interests, such as to maintain 
the f iscal effect of the Tariff and to provide at the same time 
lower duties for development and social reasons» Another such 
d i f f i cu l t task was to harmonise the different duties and prefer-
ential margins in force, with the wish to modernise the trade poij^cy 
relation with third countries and to ¿onform with the obligations 
of GATT. 
-42". 
107. The Draft of a Common External Tariff, which had been prepared 
with a view to overcome al l these di f f icul t ies and to give an optimal 
advantage to the ECCM Area, had been presented to the Council of 
Ministers in December 1969. The Council approved this ECCM Tariff 
in the BTN version ^ i n principle, obviously convinced that i t would be 
, an ef f ic ient tool to activate the available national 
economic forces and assist successfully the Countries 
in their industrial development; 
. a useful social instrument; and 
. a help to the Member Countries in their effect to 
establish solid and useful trade policy relations. 
108. Although the Council also decided in this Meeting that the ECCM 
Tariff should be enforced not later than 1 January 1971 the Ministers 
found that before the Tariff could be enforced the Member Countries 
should be given an opportunity to evaluate the f iscal implications 
of i ts introduction and invited ECLA to assist the Countries in this 
task. The discussions and studies which were initiated accordingly 
were carried out with the leading o f f i c ia l s of the Member Countries. 
The result is laid down in the 'Country Notes' of this Report. They 
are summarised and evaluated in i ts "General Part". These studies did 
show clearly that the ECCM Tariff 
. wil l in the case of most Member Countries not lead to 
a reduction of the income from duties but on the 
contrary bring in the case of many of them an in-
creased income; 
yJ Attention shall be drawn to the fact that the ECCM Secretariat 
in preparing a new edition of the Tariff which was approved by 
this Meeting. This edition which is identical in content differs 
in foirm on two points: i t has been brought in line with the 
assistance of the Brussels Co-operation Council with a recent 
international change of the BTN, and the numbering of the sub-
items has been adapted (also in Agreement with the Brussels Co-






LIST OF DUTIES ON RESEEVED ITEMS 
This l i s t contains items regarding the duties on which 
individual Governments reserved their position and for which, 
they wish to apply special rates, ioe» different from the 
general rates. 
2., Both these rates, general and special are to be 
incorporated into the ECCM Tariff . 
3o The validity of the special rates is limited in time» 
It may be three or five years, depending on the Council's 
decision (see paragraph 4?). No deadline, however, is 
indicated in the List so as not to require a tari f f change 
in case of the extension of the validity of a special rate. 
4. For further detailed remarks concerning reserved items, 
see paragraphs 33 to 47 of the Report» 
-46". 













02 .01 Meat and edible offals 
Meat of bovine animals 5 0 
Antigua 0 0 
Dominica 0 0 
Grenada 28 18 
St, Kitts 0 0 
Ste Lucia 0 0 
Meat of other animals 10 5 
Antigua 0 0 
Grenada 28 18 
St. Kitts 0 0 
St o Lucia 0 0 
02 ,02 Dead Poultry 
Necks, backs and wings 5 0 
Montserrat 0 0 
Whole and other parts 25 15 
17 .OIB Sugar refined (lOO lb)$ 3.60 3-00 
Antigua (100 lb)$ 2.80 0.67 
22 .03 Beer 30 20 
Antigua (per gal)$ 2„00 1.80 
Grenada (per gal)$ 5 = 00 4.00 
Montserrat (per gal)$ 0,45 0.20 
22 .05 Wine, not sparkling 30 2C 
Antigua (per gal)$ 4.40 3o85 
Montserrat (per gal)$ 1»50 0.50 
5 sparkling 30 2C 
Antigua (per gal)# 6,05 4.95 
Montserrat (per gál)# 5.00 3.50 
This column gives the unit for duty (e.g., WI|10 per 100 lb or WI$2 per 1 gal), 















































* $ (per ga l ) | 
4o35 3.30 
10.40 7.45 
























70 6 0 
70 6 0 
70 6 0 
70 6 0 
70 6 0 
70 6 0 
70 6 0 





































(per lb)$ 3. 36 2.10 
(per lb)# 4. 20 3.36 
(per lb)# 4, 50 3.25 
(per lb)$ 
(per l b ) | 4. 20 2„80 
(per lb)$ 4. 50 3.25 
(per lb) | 
(per lb)# 4„ 20 2.80 
(per lb)$ 4, 50 3.25 
(per lb)$ 
(per lb)$ 3. 36 2.24 
(per lb)| 4. 50 3.25 
400 Lb)$ 1. 34 0.67 
'lOO [b)$ 0. 25 0.15 
8 3 
100 lb)$ 0. 35 0.20 
100 lb)# 0. 18 0.08 
100 lb)$ 0. 18 0,12 
gal)# 
gal)| 0. 29 0.22 
gal)$ 0, 38 0.28 
0. 44 0.28 
gal)$ 
gal)$ 0. 05 0.02 
gal)| 0. 13 0.09 

































Pharmaceutical rav material 






















0,07 0 .04 
0ol6 0,12 
0 . 1 2 0,06 
0 , 0 6 0 . 0 6 
11 6 
0,13 0,09 
0 .13 0 .09 
0,24 0 .16 
18 12 
0.35 0 .24 






















8 7 . 0 6 
Rubber Tyres and Tubes 
(The special treatment requested 
for tyres for agricultural use 
and old tyres for recapping 
is dealt with in connection with 
the Exemption List, Paragraphs 
53 and 56 of the Report, Volume l) 
Wood sawn lengthvî ise ; 





































LIST OF CONDITIONAL DUTY EXEMPTIONS 
AND REDUCTIONS-̂  
1. This l i s t contains the cases where goods - otherwise 
dutiable or dutiable at a higher rate - can be imported 
duty-free or at reduced rates, if imported for certain 
purposes or under certain conditions. 
^ Remark not to becoijie part of the Exemption List Law» 
This Draft contains all items of the present 
Exemption List. In the remark column the 
corresponding item of the present Exemption 
List is shown against the item of this new 
List. This remark column also indicates 
minor changes as well as the new items. 
It should be noted that the Draft List does 
not contain the following goods included in 
the present Exemption List «rhich are 
unconditionally duty-free according to the 
Tariff: 
(i) Fire-fighting apparatus; 
( i i ) sera and radium; 
or duty-free under the privilege for regional 
goods; 
( i i i ) goods of island cottons. 
-52". 
2o These goods are grouped according to the use which just i f ies 
the special treatment as follows? 
lo For Industry 
2c For Agriculture 
3o For Fishery 
ko For Shipping 
5o For Airlines and Flying Clubs 
6o For Educational and Cultural Purposes 
7o For Social and Health Purposes 
8o For Government 
9o For Military Forces 
lOo For Diplomatic Personnel 
Ho For the Movement of Persons 
12, For Other General Purposes 
3o All decisions to be taken in connection with the granting 
of special duty treatment provided for in this List fa l l in the 
exclusive competence of the regional Governmentso The relevant 
comptroller to customs in particular has the right to ask in 
each case to be satisfied that the goods in question qualify for 
the special treatment and that they are used for the prescribed 
purpose» They are also responsible to ensure that the goods in 
question are not diverted to other uses» 
4» Each territory furthermore has, in al l cases enumerated in 
this List (except those mentioned in points 8 to 12) the right 
to withhold the benefits provided for in this List if the goods 
or articles in question are obtainable from a manufacturer within 
the Common Market Area, 
"53" 
Goods which benefit 
from the special 
treatment. 
1 o For industry ^ — — 
ia) Building material -
for the f i r s t installation or 
extension approved by the 
Government in question in con-
formity with the development 
incentive legislation in force in 
that countryI 
(b) Plant, equipment and appliances -
for the f i r s t installation or 
extension approved by the Government 
in question in conformity with the 
development incentive| 
(c) Packing material (including labels) 
and parts of packing material? 
(i) for the exclusive use of industries 
for the packing of their products; 
( i i ) for the exclusive use of the 
manufacture of containers, and 
other packings» 
(d) Textile fibres, yarn and material 
(of the Chapters 50 to 57 of the 
EGCM Tariff)» 
Remarks 
ra-'ie (for the Council only 
applicable and not for ir-ser': i or' 






(e) used tyres and tubes for recapping 0/0 
^The term industry is meant to include 
agricultural and fishery as well as hotels 
and to most developments, where 
appropriate, 
New, (see paragraph 
53 of this Report)» 
New, (see paragraph 
53 of this Report)» 
Item 10a in present Vis'.» 
(wording simplif ñ.ed / 
Item 10b in present Liróo 
(wording simplify 
News This special ccr 
ditional rate ttare 
of the ECCM Draft 'ia- „ 
If i t appears in ioi^ 
List the relevant 
items can be take. ^ 
from the Textile 
Chapter o 
New, (see parcrrc;^ 
53 of this Repart « 
For agriculture 
(a) animals for breeding, poultry 
eggs for hatching, semen for 
ar t i f i c ia l insemination, all 
those if accompanied by a 
permit granted by the 
appropr1 ate Minister; O/O 
(b) beehives and beekeeping 
accessories admitted as such 
by the Comptroller of Customs 
and Excise; O/O 
(c) tools and implements includ-
ing those driven by mechanical 
force and used for agricultural 
purposes only; O/O 
(d) tubes and tyres used for 
agricultural purposes only,» O/O 
apparatus including storage 
tanks and water pipes for 
spraying insecticides or 
nematocides admitted as such 
by the Comptroller of Customs 
and Excise; O/O 
insecticides etc, 
(i) substances which the Comptroller 
of Customs and Excise is satis-
fied are imported for use as 
remedies for disease or prevention 
of insect attack on plants and 
livestock; O/O 
1 / St» Kitts reserves the right not to grant 
Item 4 in present 
List (simplified). 
Item 7 in present 
List. 
Item 2 in present 
List. 
New, (see paragraph 
53 of the Report). 
Item 21 in present 
List. 
Item 21b in present 
List. 
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2. For agriculture 
(continued) 
( i i ) weedkillers and vermin ki l lers 
admitted as such by the Comptroller 
of Customs; O/O 
( i i i ) nematocides; 
o/o 
(iv) soil conditioners approved by the 
Comptroller of Customs 
or the Certificate of Chief Agri-
cultural Officer, O/O 
('fi) Medicinal preparations, biological 
^ products specified by the Chief 
Agricultural Officer for the treatment 
of animal diseases and approved by the 
appropriate Minister. o/o 
3o For fishery 
The following articles or goods which the 
Comptroller of Customs is satisfied are used 
exclusively by commercial fishermen; 
(a) fishing nets and gear therefor; 
(b) fishing lines of all types; 
(c) fish hooks; 
(d) seine twine and synthetic netting twine; 
(e) fish wire; 
(f) net preservP.tives (other than linseed 
oil) admitted as such by the Comptroller 
of Customs;; 
(g) deck equipment designed solely for use 
in the fishing industry, line-haulers, 
pot-haulers, capstans, winches, trolling 
gurdies, hand and powered headline reels 
and ropes leads and fair leads used with 







Item 21c in present 
Li st. 
Item 21d in present 
List. 
Item 21e in present 
List 
Item 22b in present 
List. 
Item l6 in present 
List. 
-56". 
3. For fishery 
(continued) 
(h) iife-saving equipment including l i f e jackets, 
l i f e buoys, buoyant apparatus, inflatable 
rubber dinghies and distress flares? O/O 
(i) s\\rivels| and 
(j) all goods duty-free for shipping (see item 4) O/O 
4. For shipping 
The following articles or goods if the Comptroller 
of Customs is satisfied that they are used exclusive-
ly for Government approved shipping services; 
(a) boat equipment including anchors, sea anchors, 
sails, oars, rowlocks, logs, turn buckles, 
thimbles and moorny bitts; 
(b) navigational equipment including compasses, 
sextants, echo-sounding equipment, radio 
direction finders and station pointers; 
(c) sail canvas; 





5. For airlines and 
flying clubs 
The following articles and goods if the 
Comptroller of Customs is satisfied that they are 
used exclusively by Government approved airlines; 
(a) aircraft and their component parts, access-
ories and instruments necessary for the 
navigation of aircraft, for use in inter-
national services or in approved services 
operating within the West Indies^ 
(b) ground equipment and technical supplies 
(excluding office equipment and supplies) 
imported for use within the limits of an 
airport in connection with the establish-
ment or maintenance of the services speci-
fied in sub-paragraph (a)| 
o/o 
o/o 
Item 17 in present 
Listo 
Item 17 in 
present List (more 
liberal, however, 
in that the limit-
ation to coastal 
trade has been removed)i 
Item 3 in present 
List. 
-57". 
5» For airlines and 
flying clubs 
(continued) 
(c) fuel and lubricants imported or taken out 
of bond solely for use in aircraft specified 
in sub-paragraph (a); O/O 
(d) consumable stores for use in aircraft in 
f l ight employed in the services specified 
in sub-paragraph (a)| O/O 
(e) provided Government approves?the Exemptions 
in sub-paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) may be 
extended to flying clubs. O/O 
6. For educational and 
cultural purposes 
The following articles and goods if the Comp-
troller of Customs is satisfied that they are ex-
clusively used by Government recognised cults, 
universities, schools, museums and other cul-
tural institutionss 
(a) films, filmstrips, micro-films, slides, 
newsreels, sound recordings, and Tele-
vision tapes which the Comptroller of 
Customs is satisfied are of 
an educational, scientif ic or cultural 
nature and which are imported by public or 
private educational, scientif ic or cul-
tural institutions or societies or other 
organisations approved by the appropriate 
Minister; O/O 
(b) projectors for use by the institutions 
Societies, or organisations referred to 
in (a) above; O/O 
(c) specimens i l lustrative of Natural 
History or other sciences; O/O 
Item 14a in 
present List. 
Item 14b in 
present List. 
Present Item 




6. For educational and 
cultural purposes 
(continued) 
(d) scientific instruments and apparatus in-
tended exclusively for scientif ic research, 
consigned to public or private scientific 
institutions approved by the Minister of 
Education for the purpose of duty-free 
entry of these types of articles to be 
used under the control and responsibility 
of these institutionsj O/O 
(e) books, stationery, school apparatus and 
equipment, including apparatus and equip-
ment for games and physical training, 
shown to the satisfaction of the Comptroller 
of Customs to be imported for use 
in schools and other educational establish-
ments approved by the Minister and intended 
solely for educational purposes? O/O 
(f) goods imported solely for the use of rel ig-
ious services including furnishing for the 
decoration of places of worship or as vest-
ments for use during public worship; al l 
these goods on the signed declaration of the 
Head of the denomination for which they are 
intended that the goods and vestments will 
be used for such purposes; O/O 
(g) goods imported by, or for the use of any 
Office or bureau for meteorological obser-
vations or for any scientif ic research 
institution approved by the Minister; O/O 
(h) telecommunication materials, instruments 
and apparatus imported by and solely for 
the use of any statutory body or public 
company approved by the Cabinet; o/o 
Item 28 in present 
List. 
Item 29 in present 
List. 
Item 26 in present 
List, (simplified). 
Item 23a in present 
Listo 
Item 30 in present 
Li st 
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6. For educational and 
cultural purposes 
(continued) 
(i) computers and other machinery and access-
ories used for government approved 
statist ical purposes» O/O 
7• For social and 
health purposes 
(a) Articles needed for the educational, 
scientific and cultural advancement as 
well as the physical condition of the 
patients imported by Government recog-
nised institutions caring for disabled 
persons including the blind; O/O 
(b) books, publications and documents of all 
kinds in raised characters for the blind; o/O 
(c) worn clothing admitted as such by the 
Comptroller of Customs imported 
by any welfare organisation approved by the 
appropriate Minister on production of a 
cartificate from the Head or other author-
ised person of such organisation that such 
clothing is imported for free distribution; O/O 
(d) medicinal preparations, drugs and appliances 
specified by the Senior Medical Officer for 
the treatment of diseases and approved by 
the Minister, O/O 
8. For Government 
All Articles and goods if the Comptroller of 
Customs is satisfied by an o f f i c i a l declaration 
that they are used exclusively by the 
Government, OT any quasi-Governmental 
institution approved by the Cabinet or Head 
of State (e<,g. President, Governor, 
New 
Item 5h in present 
List (slightly 
more l iberal). 
Item 5a in present 
List. 
Item 8 in present 
List. 
Item 22a in present 
List» 
Items 18 & 19 in 
present List 
(simplified)» 
80 For Government 
(continued) 
Administrator) for o f f i c i a l use but also 
for personal use including the use in the 
households O/O 
9o For military 
forces 
Arms, ammunition, uniforms, accoutrements 
and equipment on the signed declaration 
of the officer for the time being in 
command of any such force» 0/0 
10o For diplomatic 
personnel 
(a) All articles imported within 12 months 
after the o f f i c i a l arrival by any 
foreign Embassy or Consulate as well 
as the luggage and personal effects 
(including one motor car) of the 
o f f i c ia l representative of any foreign 
country, or his family. This pri-
vilege depends on the condition (i) that 
reciprocal privileges are accorded by 
the foreign countries in question; (2) 
that the person benefitting from the 
provision is not engaged in any other 
business or profession; O/O 
(b) heads of offices of international 
organisations to which the ECCM coun-
tries adhere; 0/0 
(c) any person belonging to one of the 
offices mentioned in sub-paragraph (a) 
or (b) to which the relevant Govern-
ment decided to extend this benefit. O/O 
11. For the movement 
of persons 
(a) Removal goods 
The term comprises the household 
effects of a person who move to an 
ECCM State in conformity with i ts 
Item 20 in present 
List. 
Item 9 in present 
List (slightly 
altered). 
Item 6(2) in present 
List (slightly changed^ 
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11 o For the movement 
of persons 
(continued) 
has been approved by special decision. The 
person in question has to satisfy the Comp-
troller of Customs that the goods 
in question have been in the bona fide use of 
the passenger for a period of at least one 
year and are not imported for sale or commer-
cial exchange. They comprise; O/O 
(i) baggage and household effects, im-
ported within three months before 
or after the arrival of a passenger, 
cr \vithin such further period as 
the Comptroller of Customs 
grants the same treatment, 
provided that the articles would have 
been exempted from import duty had 
they been imported within the three 
months; o/o 
( i i ) personal effects, not being merchand-
ise, of persons born in any one of 
the Common.Market territories, or of 
persons ordinarily domiciled in any 
one of such territories who have died 
in countries outside the Common Market 
Area; O/O 
( i i i ) the effects of all officers in the 
service of regional organisations 
within the Common Market territories 
transferred within such group who 
have already paid duty on such effects 
in one of the unit territories of the 
Common Market» O/O 
(b) Travel goods 
The term comprises the accompanied 
baggage of a passenger or a member of the 
Item 6 ( 3 ) in 
present List. 
Item 6 ( 4 ) in 
present List. 
Item 6 ( 5 ) i n 
present List, 
Item 6 ( 1 ) in 
present List. 
-62". 
11. For movement 
of persons 
(continued) 
crew of an aircraft or ship passed as such by 
the proper officer and consisting of -
(i) a reasonable quantity of wearing apparel, 
articles of personal adornment and 
toilet requisites, whether new or used; O/O 
( i i ) instruments and tools to be used by 
him for the purpose of his profession, 
trade, occupation or employment pro-
vided they have been in his possession 
and bona fide use for a reasonable 
periodi O/O 
( i i i ) such potable articles including wines, 
spirits and tobacco in his baggage or 
on his person which he might reasonably 
be expected to carry with him for his 
personal use, not exceeding one bottle 
of spirits or wine (maximum of 40 ozs)j 
one carton of 200 cigarettes^ pound 
of tobacco and f i f t y (50) cigars? O/O 
(iv) personal or household effects not 
specified in sub-paragraphs ( i ) , ( ü ) 
or(i i i)of this paragraph which the 
proper officer is satisfied are not 
imported for sale or commercial ex-
change and do not exceed 1̂00 in 
total value - O/O 
provided that the duty-free impor-
tation permitted by this sub-paragraph -
» shall not apply to members of 
the crew of an aircraft or ship; 
and 
» shall apply only to a passenger 
who has attained the age of eight-
een years and either is the holder 
Item 6 (la) in 
present List. 
Item 6 (lb) in 
present List. 
Item 6 (ic) in 
present List, 
I t e m 6 ( i d ) i n 
present L i s t o 
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of a local Passport issued in one of 
the Common Market territories or is 
otherwise able to satisfy the proper 
officer that he is ordinarily resident 
in any one of such territories, and 
shall not be granted to a person who 
has been permitted duty-free import-
ation from outside the Common Market 
Area under this sub-paragraph within 
the six-month period immediately 
preceding the date of return to any one 
* / of the Common Market territcries.-^ 
12 o For other 
purposes 
(a) Art i f ic ia l flowers, miniature flags, buttons, 
brooches and similar small emblems of no 
commercial value imported for sale for the 
purpose of providing funds in aid of any in-
stitution or charitable purpose approved by 
the Minister; O/O 
(b) cups, medals, shields and similar trophies, 
not being articles of general u t i l i t y , 
proved to the satisfaction of the 
Comptroller of Customs to be specially im-
ported for bestowal as honorary distinctions 
or prizes, or when won abroad or sent by 
donors resident abroad; 
Provided that -
o the articles do not bear any adver-
tisement, and 
o this exemption shall not apply or 
extend to the importation or stock-
ing of the articles for purposes of 
trade, O/O 
Item 13 in 
present List. 
Item 31 in 
present List, 
^ Reservation by St„Lucia and Grenada» 
12. For other 
purposes 
(continued) 
(c) patterns and samples, cut, mutilated or 
otherwise spoiled to the satisfaction 
of the Comptroller of Customs 
so as to render them unmerchantable; 
(d) advertising matter having no commercial 
value otherwise than as such| O/O 
(e) unframed photographs not imported for 
sale? O/O 
(f) packages or coverings in which any goods 
not liable to duty ad valorem are im-
ported, provided the Comptroller of 
Customs is satisfied that 
they are the usual or proper packages 
or coverings for such goods; O/O 
(g) all re-imported goods on which no refund 
of duty has been granted and so proved 
to the satisfaction of the Comptroller 
of Customs provided that in 
case of repairs, renovation or improve-
ment has taken place duty shall be payable 
on the value of any repairs, renovation 
or improvement effected outside of the 
Common Market Area, O/O 
Item 24 in 
present List. 
Item 24 in 
present List» 
Item 25 in 
present List. 
Item 12 in 
present List. 





POINTS FOR DECISION 
which the ECCM Member Countries may wish to refer 
to Council 
Para. Page 
lo Special Duties on Reserved (or Protocol) Items 
which certain ECCM Countries may wish to apply 
departing from the general rates. 47 20 
(i) Approval of these rates (listed in Annex l) 
(ii) Their incorporation in the ECCM Tariff 
(iii) The right to suspend them 
(iv) Limitation in time 
2. List of Duty Exemptions 55 23 
(i) Addition of items to the List 
(ii) Preparation of a consolidated List 
(Draft attached in Annex 2) 
3. ECCM rates 57 24 
Suggestion made by certain ECCM Countries 
to change a few rates 
4. Consumption Tax 75 31 
(i) Recommendations that duty-free goods 
should also be tax free 
(ii) Consideration concerning the possibility 
to recommend that regional imports should 
be free from consumption tax 
5o Printing of the ECCM Tariff 90 36 
Providing a Common edition 
6„ Enforcement of the ECCM Tariff 109 43 
(i) Approval of the ECCM Tariff 
(ii) Date of enforcement (First January 197l) 
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